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Reflection note:
Commentary on Tuure Tuunanen’s 
Keynote
Michael D. Myers
Department of Information Systems and Operations Management, University of 
Auckland 
m.myers@auckland.ac.nz
At the last IRIS/SCIS (2019), Prof. Tuure Tuunanen of the University of Jyväskylä gave 
a keynote entitled “From Digitalization to Cybernization: Delivering Value with Cyb-
ernized Services.” I am delighted to have this opportunity to comment on his ideas. His 
talk was based on work done with his colleagues and doctoral students at the University 
of Jyväskylä (Tuunanen et al. 2019).
Tuunanen et al. (2019) argue that we should move away from studying the transfor-
mation of digital services and instead study the transformation of cybernized services. 
Tuunanen claims that cybernized services represent a new phase of service evolution 
with new value propositions for consumers. Cybernized services are thus the next stage 
of technology evolution, following on from the previous stage of digital services. Tu-
unanen’s work is situated within the literature on service research and value co-creation. 
Tuunanen et al. (2019) add to this literature by introducing the concept of value co-de-
struction as well as value co-creation.
I agree with the idea that value can be destroyed. Value co-destruction reflects the 
fact that, although services might be designed to create value, this is not always the 
result. There might be unintended consequences, technical challenges or other reasons 
why value co-destruction occurs. Although I am co-author with Prof. Tuunanen on 
some of this work (Lintula et al. 2018; Tuunanen et al. 2010) and am therefore largely 
sympathetic to it, I must admit I am not convinced by Tuunanen’s first argument in 
his keynote when he says that cybernized services represent the next evolutionary stage 
of technological development. In fact, I would argue the reverse. I believe that digital 
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transformation is the next stage that follows cyber-physical transformation. Let me ex-
plain.
Tuunanen refers to cyber-physical systems as those systems which expand the ca-
pabilities of the physical world entities by integrating computational and physical ca-
pabilities. The cybernization of services is the application of cyber-physical systems to 
context-aware and interactive services, such as semi-autonomous vehicles, augmented 
reality and facial tracking systems (Tuunanen et al. 2019).
However, rather than cyber-physical systems which simply expand the capabilities of 
the physical world, digital systems are now creating and shaping the physical world. In 
a forthcoming paper with two of my colleagues, we call this the ontological reversal. 
The ontological reversal refers to the idea that the digital version of reality does not just 
expand the capabilities of the physical one; rather, the digital version sometimes replaces 
the physical version altogether. The digital version is created first, the physical version 
second. In our paper, we give the example of the airline electronic ticket. Nowadays the 
e-ticket is the real version; it is the e-ticket in an airline’s reservation system that gives a 
passenger the right to travel. A passenger can print out a physical copy of the e-ticket if 
they want, but it is the e-ticket that is the original (Baskerville, Myers, and Yoo, forth-
coming). Of course there are many other examples from the music industry or the en-
tertainment industry, the key point being that digital services involve more than simply 
expanding physical services. Often the physical part of the service no longer exists (e.g., 
paper tickets, CDs, DVDs).
With the ontological reversal, there is also a temporal reversal. In the manufacturing 
industry, for example, a new product is designed using computer-aided design software 
first; following this design activity, the physical product is then printed using 3-D print-
ing technology. The digital version comes first.
Hence I believe that digital services involve more than cyber-physical services. Digi-
tal services do not just expand the capabilities of the physical world, but become seam-
lessly integrated with it. We live in a world that is shaped by both physical and digital re-
alities, but in recent years the digital has started to have the primacy. Therefore I would 
argue that digital services are the latest evolutionary stage in technological development, 
superseding the earlier stage of cyber-physical services.
However, I agree with Tuunanen that design science research can contribute to the 
design and development of cybernized services—or what I prefer to call digital services. 
There is much work to be done. But as well as focusing on the important topics of value 
co-creation and value co-destruction, I believe we also need to focus on human values, 
ethics and safety. These topics are very relevant to the healthcare example that Tuunanen 
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mentions, and provide another way of looking at the important transformations that 
are occurring in our world.
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